As a fast, simple and robust method for the field of non-destruction and non-contact testing and recording, digital holography has made great progress in recent years.
Introduction
Holography was firstly put forward by Dennis Gabor in
1948
[ ] 1 . Now, it has become the most important technique in the field of 3D reconstruction and dynamic deformation testing of objects. .
Traditional holography
The traditional holography is usually called optical holography. The process is very complex and trouble, as following Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1 The traditional holography
Although the resolution of the holographic plate is very high, the wet chemical processing limits its development because of its complex process. And the process needs strictly stable condition and fairly long time. The critical point is its rigid requirement in home position, which is very hard. Therefore, along with the fast development of digital technology, the traditional holography is gradually washed out. In fact, digital holography is simulation process of holography by computer. The wet chemical processing is left out. Therefore, it is more convenient than traditional holography and has the advantage of real time. 
Digital holography
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The reconstruction of digital holography
In this paper, a new digital holographic reconstruction is brought forward, which obtain some own features, using optical method, based on digital devices, CCD and EALCD.
In the first step of holography, we use the CCD to record the hologram, which is the same with the digital holography.
The recording configuration is as following fig. 7 . The distance between object and CCD is near. Therefore, the hologram is Fresnel hologram. At last, we place the lens and the CCD behind the EALCD to record the reconstructed image. The reconstruction configuration is as following fig. 8 . 
The results of the experiment
In real experiment, the object used in experiment is a coin:
RMB 1 JIAO with the dimension of 18×18 mm. We adopt 
